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2pAB1. Three directions in research on auditory scene analysis
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Research on auditory scene analysis (ASA) began with some simple laboratory phenomena such as streaming and illusory continuity. Subsequently, research has gone in three directions, downwards towards underlying mechanisms (by neurophysiologists), upwards towards system organization (by computer scientists), and sideways towards other species (by neurobiologists). Each direction has its challenges. The downward approach sometimes takes a phenomenon-oriented view of ASA, leading to simple explanations of a single ASA demonstration, such as streaming, with no obvious connection to any larger system. Research done by the upward approach usually takes the form of a computer program to achieve ASA in a working system, often neglecting known facts about human ASA, in favor of mathematically understood principles. The sideways approach often finds that non-human animals can respond to an important sound despite the presence of other interfering sounds. However, there is no reason to believe that a frog, a fish and a human accomplish this by means of the same mechanisms. So finding out how some animal does this, while interesting in its own right, may shed little light on how humans do it. I will describe some properties of the human ASA system that should be borne in mind when manufacturing explanations.
Since the introduction of the term in 1984, auditory scene analysis (ASA) has come to mean different things to different people, and to be pursued in different directions. The research began with some simple laboratory phenomena such as streaming, illusory continuity, and perceptual fusion of concurrent sounds. Subsequently, research has gone in at least three directions, downwards towards underlying mechanisms (by neuroscientists), upwards towards system organization (by computer scientists), and sideways towards other species (by neurobiologists). I would like to describe some of this research and make some suggestions about future research.

**Neuroscientists**

Neuroscientists have taken a number of approaches. One is simply to measure the large-scale electrical activity of the brain to determine when (and sometimes where) some aspect of auditory scene analysis takes place. Two phenomena have been pursued in this way.

Elyse Sussman and her colleagues have developed a technique using the event-related potential (ERP) to determine whether or not a subset of tones has become an integrated stream [1]. Claude Alain and his associates have found a marker in the ERP that indicates whether or not concurrent tonal components have been integrated into a global sound [2].

Of course, measurement techniques are useless unless they discover new facts. Sussman’s technique has shown (a) that contrary to the idea that sound is organized into a single foreground stream and an undifferentiated background [3], at least three organized streams can be formed at the same time [4], (b) that whereas attention strengthens the formation of an auditory stream, it is not essential for its formation (e.g., [5]), (c) that newborns, a few days of age, already form their auditory inputs into integrated streams [6], and (d) that top-down effects can modify an initially stimulus-driven auditory organization [7].

Claude Alain’s technique has yielded a number of facts about auditory organization, for example that there are both bottom-up and top-down influences on the perceptual organization of concurrent sounds [8], and that different neural circuits are involved in the perceptual integration of a sequence of sounds on the one hand and the integration of sets of simultaneous sounds on the other [9].

One of the advantages of using event-related potentials to measure organization is that the fine-grained time course of auditory organization can be observed, making it possible to differentiate between aspects of organization that are entirely stimulus-driven and those that operate in a top-down manner. Also, since the influences of attention on the ERP are well-known, it can be confirmed that stream segregation can occur without attention to the details of the signal.

I have mentioned the research of Sussman and Alain because both of them have been clear about the fact that the phenomenon that they are focused on in a particular experiment is part of a larger system, and that being able to find the influences of the experimental conditions on a particular phenomenon is not the end of the story.

So far I have described the measurement of large-scale brain activity in the form of event-related potentials to study auditory organization. However, there is a more fine-grained approach that looks at the activity of individual neurons during auditory organization. Since this has to be performed on non-human animals, before I consider these experiments I will discuss the study of auditory scene analysis in non-humans.

**ASA in Non-humans**

One of the pioneers in this field was the late Stewart Hulse, who, with his associates at Johns Hopkins, studied the auditory abilities of European starlings. They discovered that the birds could distinguish between song segments from two different starlings, even in a background of four other starling songs, a clear demonstration of auditory scene analysis [10]. The Johns Hopkins group went on to use sequences of pure tones, alternating in frequency, to show that the starlings formed auditory streams, defined by frequency, in the way that humans do [11]. Research on goldfish has shown, using classical conditioning, that they are able to hear a mixture of two pulse trains – each with its own spectral profile and repetition rate – as two separate streams [12]. Japanese monkeys also form streams, grouping together tones that lie within the same frequency range [13]. Moss and Surlykke have also found ASA in the echolocation of bats [14].

There are two kinds of studies on nonhuman animals, which have different implications. The first type is naturalistic, showing that the animal can detect, among a mixture of signals, one that is significant in its own life. The second is analytic, using simple, well-defined signals, such as pure-tone sequences, and demonstrating that the animal forms streams in much the same way as people do.
Studies that illustrate an animal’s ability to detect important signals from their own species in a background of interfering sounds show that some process of organization exists, but not how it works in the brain. So we don’t know whether it resembles ASA in other species or in people. For example female frogs can pick out the mating call of an individual male and move towards it despite a dense chorus of calls from other frogs and toads. Separation in space between the target and other sounds helps, just as it does in humans [15]. No doubt this capacity of frogs to segregate some sounds from others may have the same advantage as ASA does in humans and other species. However, it is not necessary to believe that the neural processes and the methods that they embody to achieve ASA are the same as in other species. Some simpler animals may just employ a sort of neural filter, tuned to the distinctive features of the particular sound of interest, such as a mating call, and perhaps tune this filter, in real time, to the call of a particular conspecific. Of course, we humans can also filter sounds, using our knowledge of the properties of specific sounds to select them from a mixture, but can do so for a great number of classes of sounds, with which we have become familiar, such as words in our own language, the sound of an automobile engine, and the barking of our own dog – a process that I have called “schema-based” ASA. But in addition, we employ stimulus-driven, Gestalt-like organizing processes that are useful for any class of sounds. Other animals may have bottom-up processes as well, but the set of methods used by one species may be different from the set used by another. This has to be discovered on a case-by-case basis until generalizations emerge. One could offer, as a first hypothesis, that as the lifestyle of the animal becomes more varied, and its brain becomes more complex, the ASA mechanisms become less specialized (i.e., less single-purpose).

**Neural Basis of ASA**

One important reason for studying auditory organization in non-human animals is that it allows the neural processes underlying ASA to be studied directly, and some animal studies have done so, exposing some details of neural activity in ASA.

Keller and Takahashi, for example, studied the ability of barn owls to segregate two simultaneous noise bursts located at different points in space [16]. They showed that specific neurons in the inferior colliculus responded to one of the sound sources whenever it was within their receptive fields, and registered the temporal changes of that sound source, disregarding temporal changes in the other sound source.

The neural basis of stream segregation has been studied in the primary auditory cortex of awake macaque rhesus monkeys (e.g., [17], [18]) and in the auditory forebrain of awake European starlings [19]. In each of these studies, the researchers first determined the best frequency, A, for a selected neuron (call it the A neuron). They then presented a sequence of alternating tones, A and B, to the animal, varying the frequency of the B tones. These three experiments, as a group, found that the firing of the A neuron to tone B corresponded to some behavioral phenomena: (a) it became weaker with greater frequency separations between the A and B tones, which is not surprising, but this could make it the neural basis of a stream of A tones. (b) the response of the A neuron to tone B decreased with the speed of the sequence [18] [19] and with more repetitions [19], just as a stream of A tones segregates more from the B tones as the sequence get faster, and with more repetitions. Since the observed narrowing of the tuning of Neuron-A responded to some of the same variables as does the perception of a separate A stream, this suggested to the researchers that they had found an important neural substrate of stream segregation, the A neuron representing a single stream of A tones.
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**FIGURE 1.** Panel (a) shows a repeating cycle of three elements, Tone A, Tone B, and a silence. In Panel (b), a third tone, C, replaces the silence. The red lines connect the elements that are heard as being in the same stream.
It seems that the narrowing of the spectral sensitivity of a single cell can explain some of the facts about the streaming of alternating high and low sounds, but as soon as the situation gets a bit more complex, this explanation proves insufficient. Figure 1, Panel a, shows two iterations of a repeating cycle consisting of pair of alternating tones, a high-frequency A and a lower-frequency B, with a silence, equal to the length of one tone, coming right after B. The red lines connect tones that are in the same stream. A and B are just close enough in frequency to form a single stream. This means, according to the neural explanation, that the A neuron must be responding not only to A but to B. However, let’s add a third tone, C, to the cycle, as in Panel b, replacing the space that comes just after B, with C being below B in frequency. If C captures B into a BC stream, B may no longer group with A (c.f., [20]).

According to the explanation in terms of a change in the A neuron’s receptive field, this means that the A neuron no longer responds to B. In metaphorical terms, B has been captured by C into its own BC stream. Yet no acoustic change has taken place in the frequency range to which the A neuron responds; so there is no reason to expect it to stop responding to B. Perhaps neuron B may stop responding to A due to the narrowing of its receptive field induced by Tone C. However, the continued response to both tones by neuron A should keep the AB stream going, unless the B neuron can somehow tell the A neuron that it is no longer responding to tone A, so that the A neuron might just as well stop responding to B.

In other words, there would have to be a temporary connection between neurons A and B, representing their presence in the same stream, a connection that can be broken by either neuron. In general, if there is a competition among the frequency proximities of all the sounds that are close to each other in time, and this competition determines the perceptual grouping, there would have to be extensive communications among the neurons that responded to the different sounds.

All this presupposes that stream segregation is fully determined at a fairly early stage in the brain’s processing of sound. However, we know that top-down processes can influence stream segregation. For example, if listeners are told to focus on Tone A, they can succeed in doing so over a wide range of frequency separations between tones A and B, and of rates of alternation [21]. In a more naturalistic setting, a voice speaking one’s own language is easier to pull out of a mixture of voices than one speaking a foreign language.

The neuron-sensitization theory has the limitation of having been built on a single laboratory effect, the stream segregation that occurs when two tones alternate. If we continue with this approach, looking for a neural correlate for each simple laboratory phenomenon, we will miss the larger picture – how a system of neurons can work together.

**CASA**

As I said earlier, the upward direction of research, towards system organization has mainly been carried out by computer scientists under the name *computational auditory scene analysis* (CASA). The definition of CASA is “the field of computational study that aims to achieve human performance in ASA by using one or two microphone recordings of the acoustic scene” [22]. In other words, CASA researchers want to solve the “cocktail party problem” posed by such early students of speech recognition as Cherry [23]. However, this general goal has often taken the specific form of having a computer take in an acoustic mixture of the sounds from two or more acoustic sources, such as a person talking and a siren sounding, and outputting separate signals, each of which contains the sound from only one of the sources. While the idea is to then feed each of the separated signals into a recognition process, in practice the recognition is usually done by a human listener, who judges whether the segregated signal representing the target voice is easier to understand than the original mixed signal. The preliminary separation is intended to prevent the errors that occur when a signal that is actually a mixture is treated as coming from a single source. The constraint of working with actual acoustic signals and achieving a demonstrable result has forced the researchers to consider the properties of the system as a whole.

However, the intention of emulating the human achievement of ASA is not the same as a commitment to the exclusive use of the methods of the human auditory system to do so. Some approaches to CASA do use some of the methods used by humans, but these human-like approaches are often subordinated to the goal of getting a system that actually works and is achievable on existing computers. It had been hoped that the development of CASA would test the adequacy of the methods proposed for human ASA [24], but to the extent that emphasis shifts away from human methods, this becomes less likely.

An important fact about human ASA is that it employs a variety of redundant cues for separating mixtures. In an environmental situation in which some of these are unavailable (e.g., when there are no harmonics as in whispered speech, or when sound has traveled around corners) or some cues have been distorted (e.g., by reverberation), the system doesn’t simply stop functioning, but utilizes whatever cues are available to the extent possible. In other words, it degrades gracefully. I don’t think the criteria of interchangeability of cues and of graceful degradation have
always been given the importance they deserve in CASA. Graceful degradation is possible when a number of methods, running in parallel, are collaborating to achieve a result. An early example was the Hearsay-II model of Raj Reddy [25]. It was based on the idea that if several processes are to collaborate in arriving at a result, the system has to have a shared data structure that represents the current hypotheses, so that the processes can work together to support or disconfirm them. This common data structure has been called a blackboard. Such a structure has been used in CASA by Dan Ellis in his doctoral research to allow multiple bottom-up cues and a top-down model of speech to collaborate [26]

Do our brains use blackboards in solving the ASA problem? This is equivalent to asking whether a number of parallel analyses converge on a representation that merges their results and allows them to cooperate and compete in the allocation of sounds to streams.

If the Gestalt psychologists are to be believed, any brain region that acts as a “blackboard” should be an active process, not merely a passive medium that records the results of other brain operations. For example, suppose each part of the brain region represented a different combination of values of frequency, time, and intensity, in a three-dimensional array, where proximity in the brain reflected the nearness between these represented values. The elements of the “blackboard” would not merely summarize the results of analyses of the signal performed by other processes, but would reach out to nearby elements at the same level of abstraction – to nearer ones more strongly than to more distant ones – and build alliances with them, forming units and streams. Unfortunately, the problem with implementing a Gestalt “field” in the brain by using distance to represent similarity is that there can be large number of bases for similarity among pieces of sound (fundamental frequency, spectral centroid, spatial location, intensity, harmonicity, roughness, onset abruptness, and perhaps more), and these properties would have to translate into a correspondingly large number of dimensions of distance in the brain. It is not clear how this could be achieved in a three-dimensional brain.

If a neural blackboard is to represent auditory streams, what would this require? There are two jobs that a stream does: (1) it asserts that a particular set of sounds belongs to it, and (2) it acts as an entity that can itself have emergent properties (such as a melody or a rhythm) that are not properties of the individual component sounds, but of the stream as a whole. The first job, uniting a set of sounds, is not so hard. Neural representations of the individual sounds could be temporarily given a common property, such as (a) being connected, as a group, to the same element at a stream-representing level of the auditory system, or (b) each sound being represented by an oscillating circuit, and the set of circuits oscillating in a common phase if they are parts of the same stream, as Deliang Wang has described [27], expanding the ideas of van der Malsburg [28].

However the second job, acting as the basis for form-extracting processes such as those that find rhythms or melodies, requires that the stream not only group the individual sounds, but preserve their acoustic and temporal properties. A single property, such as being connected to a stream-identifying element, or having a common form of oscillation, could not, in itself, serve as the basis for the extraction of structural properties. A blackboard would preserve the identities and order of the individual sounds, while at the same time marking them as belonging to a common stream. Furthermore, it would represent all the current sounds, not just the ones of a single stream, so that other processes – perhaps those concerning familiar melodies or speech sounds – could revise the stream membership if the evidence was strong enough to warrant such a change. In a word, assigning a description, such as stream membership, must not act as a barrier between the lower-level features and higher-level analyses. Such use of a blackboard prevents the system from being strictly hierarchical, and provides a meeting ground for top-down and bottom-up interpretations of the signal.

**Ears in Motion**

Both CASA and the study of ASA in humans have banished an important source of information. This information will become more critical when we evolve from present-day information technology, in which a computer that sits still is asked to deal with a mixture of acoustic sources that also sit still, and progress to a future technology in which a moving robot is required to deal with a mixture of sounds from moving sources (in order, for example, to serve drinks at a cocktail party). At first glance, introducing motion seems to make the ASA problem harder, but in fact it may make it easier. As humans or robots move their heads and bodies, this will induce changes in the mixture of sound received at their ears (or microphones) in systematic ways that will contribute to scene analysis. For example, those spectral regions that all get louder together, as the listener moves, probably come from the same environmental source or a tight cluster of sources. The classical psychophysical approach – fixing the head of subjects as they listen to sounds – treats head movement as a source of error to be eliminated. But in ASA, head movement contributes information that is undoubtedly exploited. One hopes that researchers will liberate the head of the listener and show exactly how motion information is used, not just for resolving ambiguities in perceived
location but in separating sounds. Head motion, and its changing effects on the head shadow, should be helpful for ASA with even a single ear or microphone.

Questions about ASA

The final part of this paper mentions some questions that should be answered by any theory of ASA, whether derived from a comparison among species, embodied in an array of neurons, or in a computer system. What are some of these questions?

- What mechanism is responsible for the fact that patterns such as melodies, words, or rhythms tend to be formed from elements that have been assigned to the same primitive stream?
- Why are judgments of timing more precise when they involve a comparison of elements that fall within the same auditory stream that when they involve elements that are in different streams?
- In synthetic speech, if you change the fundamental frequency in the middle of a syllable such as “wa”, why does the part after the change sound like it begins with a stop consonant? [29]
- Why does camouflage work? Familiar patterns that one is listening for, such as melodies, can be made very hard to hear if they are broken up by bottom-up grouping, even if one’s attention is trying its best to hear the pattern? In other words, how does the interpretation based on raw acoustic features interact with the interpretation based on attention and stored schemas?
- Is there a “blackboard” (shared data structure) that makes this interaction possible? If so, what are the properties of this data structure?
- How does the “old-plus-new heuristic” work? This is a method that comes into play when an ongoing sound or mixture of sounds is joined by a newly arriving one. Suppose that a spectrum – call it the “old” spectrum – suddenly becomes more complex, energy having been added at various frequencies to form what we can call the “changed” spectrum. The auditory system analyses the signal to determine whether the old spectrum is still there, as part of the changed spectrum. If it is, the system partitions the changed spectrum into two perceived parts: (i) the old sound, which is perceived to continue right through the change, and a “new” sound that comes on at the moment of change, supplying the spectral energy which, when added to the old spectrum, yields the changed spectrum. In other words, the changed spectrum is heard as the sum of two spectra, a continuing old one and an added new one, this new one actually being a residual, derived by subtracting the spectrum of the old sound from the changed spectrum. The illusory continuity of a sound, when a short part of it is replaced by a loud noise burst, studied extensively by Richard Warren and his associates (e.g.,[30]), is an example of the “old-plus-new heuristic” at work. A blackboard – either in a classroom or in a brain – makes it easier to describe such a process. A simple hierarchical arrangement of neural analyzers has a much harder time. How are the properties of the residual isolated from the properties of the changed spectrum as a whole? Why, after the change, do we hear two sounds and not just one? How could a neural system compute the spatial position of a residual? In forming the residual, does the neural process remove, from it, all the features (and energy) that it has allocated to the older sound? How does it deal with the problem of allocating spectral energy at a certain frequency to the old and new sounds?
- While I have framed this question in terms of the decomposition of a mixture of single, complex sounds, the same sort of reasoning applies to mixtures of sequences, when a new sequence, such as a spoken utterance, joins another one that was already in progress.

The point that I am trying to make with these questions is that the understanding of ASA involves much more than the understanding of how auditory streams are formed by the alternation of high and low tones in the laboratory. Explanations of ASA – be they in terms of brain processes, computer systems, or the evolution of the nervous system – need to be tested against a wide range of facts about the perceptual organization of sound. And any claim that primitive ASA in non-humans corresponds to primitive ASA in humans also needs to be tested against a wide range of phenomena to see how far the correspondence holds up.
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